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Abstract. We present preliminary results on the lattice simulation of an SU(2) gauge theory with two fermion flavors and one strongly interacting scalar field, all in the fundamental representation of SU(2). The motivation for this study comes from the recent proposal of “fundamental” partial compositeness models featuring strongly interacting scalar fields in addition to fermions. Here we describe the lattice setup for our study of this class of models and a first exploration of the lattice phase diagram. In particular we then investigate how the presence of a strongly coupled scalar field affects the properties of light meson resonances previously obtained for the SU(2) model.
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1 Introduction

Composite Higgs models [1–4] aim to provide an alternative to the Standard Model’s Higgs mechanism for Electroweak symmetry breaking and mass generation. These alternative mechanisms are based on the introduction of a new strongly interacting sector and they can be broadly divided into Technicolor and composite Goldstone Higgs models. In Technicolor models [1, 2], the $W^\pm$ and $Z$ masses are generated as a consequence of chiral symmetry breaking in the new strong sector: specifically three of the Goldstone bosons provide the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the $W^\pm$ and $Z$ gauge bosons. In Technicolor models the Higgs boson is the lightest scalar resonance of the new strongly interacting sector. In composite Goldstone Higgs models [3, 4], an enlarged global flavor symmetry of the new strong sector breaks in such a way to preserve the electroweak symmetry and the Higgs boson is identified with one of the additional Goldstone bosons. In order to break electroweak symmetry and generate masses, additional interactions are introduced which have the effect of triggering electroweak symmetry breaking, generating the right mass for the composite Higgs, and possibly generate the correct mass for other SM particles. These models have the advantage of featuring a naturally light Higgs, with a large separation between the electroweak scale and the scale at which the fermion condensate occurs at the expense of a moderate tuning.

A delicate point within the context of a composite Higgs model is the generation of the Standard Model fermion masses. This is usually done by introducing four-fermion operators which couple the fermions of the new strong sector and the ordinary Standard Model fermions. These four-fermion operators are non-renormalizable, and have to be thought of as effective operators, for example as arising once some heavy mediator has been integrated out. There are two popular paradigms to generate the Standard Model fermion masses: extended Technicolor [5], and partial compositeness [6]. In extended
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Technicolor, couplings between two Standard Model fermions \( f \) and two techni-fermions from the new strong sector \( \mathcal{F} \) are introduced, while in partial compositeness the four fermion operators couple one Standard Model fermion with a composite fermionic operator made of three (hyper-)fermions from the new sector. We can schematically write those operators as \( \lambda/\Lambda_{\text{UV}}^2 \bar{f} f \bar{F} F \) in the case of extended Technicolor, and \( \lambda/\Lambda_{\text{UV}}^2 \bar{f} \mathcal{F} \mathcal{F} \) in the case of partial compositeness, where \( \Lambda_{\text{UV}} \) represents the mass of the heavy mediator that has been integrated out, and \( \lambda \) a dimensionless coupling constant. Once chiral symmetry is broken in the new strong sector, those operators provide masses for the Standard Model fermions.

Both mechanisms encounter severe difficulties in generating large masses, such as for example the top quark mass. In fact in order to respect the experimental bounds on flavor changing neutral currents the scale \( \Lambda_{\text{UV}} \) must be high \(( \gtrsim 1000 \text{ TeV})\), which suppresses the values of the fermion masses. Near conformal dynamics with a “walking” gauge coupling, together with large anomalous dimensions for the composite operators \( \mathcal{F} \mathcal{F} \) or \( \mathcal{F} \mathcal{F} \), can solve the problem by removing the large suppression given by the running from \( \Lambda_{\text{UV}} \) to the energy scale at which the fermion condensate occurs in the new strong sector \([7–13]\). In particular, in the case of partial compositeness the \( \mathcal{F} \mathcal{F} \mathcal{F} \) operator is required to have an anomalous dimension \( \gamma \approx 2 \), corresponding to a scaling dimension of \( 3 \times 3/2 - \gamma \approx 5/2 \). However it seems that such a large anomalous dimension is hard to achieve. Recent studies of SU(3) gauge theories with fundamental fermions inside the conformal window indicate that for these models the anomalous dimension of baryonic operators remains small down to the lowest point in the conformal window that can be reached within perturbation theory \([14]\). This challenges the minimal models of partial compositeness in which baryonic operators composed by three fermions of the new sector are coupled to Standard Model fermions.

In order to overcome these difficulties, a model of “fundamental” partial compositeness has recently been proposed \([15]\). This is a composite Goldstone Higgs model in which the new strongly interacting sector contains as matter fields not only fermions \( \mathcal{F} \), but also strongly interacting scalars \( \mathcal{S} \). The partial compositeness mechanism is implemented by introducing operators of the form \( \lambda \bar{f} \mathcal{F} \mathcal{S} \), which couple one Standard Model fermion with one baryonic operator of the new strong sector. The baryonic operator \( \mathcal{F} \mathcal{S} \) has an engineering dimension of 5/2, therefore requiring no large anomalous dimensions. It can also be argued that since any purely fermionic model of partial compositeness must involve baryons with scaling dimensions close to 5/2, these baryons would effectively behave as if they were made by a fermion and a composite scalar similar to the fundamental scalar appearing in this model \([15]\). An interesting feature of this new kind of composite Higgs model is that it can be used to simultaneously explain the \( R_K, R_{K^*} \) and \( g - 2 \) anomalies provided the Yukawa coupling to the muon is large \( (~ 1.5) \) \([16]\). A minimal model of fundamental partial compositeness able to generate masses for all the Standard Model fermions with 2 fermions and 12 scalars in the new strong sector is currently under investigation \([17]\).

An important assumption underlying the construction of such fundamental partial compositeness models is that the presence of strongly interacting scalars does not significantly modify the dynamics of the new strong sector. In particular the symmetry breaking pattern must remain the same as if only fermions are present. Lattice simulations are required in order to investigate how scalar fields affect the strong dynamics of a gauge-fermion theory. With these motivations we have recently started the study of an SU(2) gauge theory with fundamental fermions and scalars on the lattice. Lattice simulations do not intend to simulate a whole partial compositeness model, including all couplings between the new strong sector and the Standard Model, but they aim to analyse the new strong sector in isolation. Here, for our first exploratory study we simulate an SU(2) gauge theory with two fundamental fermions and one fundamental colored scalar.

This proceeding is organised as follows: in section 2 we discuss some relevant features of the running of the scalar quartic couplings for continuum theories, in section 3 we describe the lattice
setup of our simulations, in section 4 we show our preliminary results on the meson spectrum and phase structure of the model and in section 5 we briefly conclude and outline future directions of work.

## 2 Running of the scalar quartic couplings

We start our analysis by discussing some relevant and interesting features of the RG running of scalar quartic couplings for continuum theories. Quartic couplings among strongly interacting scalars are always generated at loop level, e.g. via gauge interactions. While generically one expects these quartic couplings to present a UV Landau pole, one interesting feature is that this is not necessarily the case. In fact in order to respect the experimental bounds on flavor changing neutral currents those operators provide masses from the new sector. We can schematically write those operators as

\[ \lambda \]

where \( S \) is a complex \( N \times N_f \) matrix, carrying a color and a flavor index. If \( N_f = 1 \) then the two operators in equation 1 are equal: \( [\text{Tr}(S^T S)]^2 = \text{Tr}(S^T S S^T S) \). In this case there is one single scalar quartic coupling \( \lambda = \lambda^{(1)} + \lambda^{(2)} \). For sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case of \( N_f = 1 \), a more complete analysis can be found in [18].

The one-loop \( \beta \)-functions for the gauge coupling \( g \) and the scalar quartic coupling \( \lambda \) are given by:

\[
(4\pi)^2 \beta_g = -\left(\frac{11}{3}N - 2\frac{N_f}{3} - \frac{N_S}{6}\right)g^3,
\]

\[
(4\pi)^2 \beta_\lambda = 4(N + 4)\lambda^2 - \frac{6(N^2 - 1)}{N}g^2\lambda + \frac{3N^3 + 3N^2 - 12N + 6}{4N^2}g^4,
\]

where the first equation is general and holds for any \( N_S \), while the second one holds only for \( N_S = 1 \). The solutions of the renormalization group equations \( d\alpha/d\ln \mu = \beta_\alpha \) (\( \alpha = g, \lambda \)) indicate that \( N \) and \( N_f \) can be chosen in such a way to have complete asymptotic freedom, which means that both \( g \) and \( \lambda \) flow to zero in the UV (large \( \mu \)), and this phenomenon normally occurs when a large number of fermions is present. As an example of this behavior, the left panel of figure 1 shows the running of \( g^2 \) and \( \lambda \) in the case of \( N = 5 \) and \( N_f = 26 \), where the arrows point in the direction of increasing energy. It can be seen that, while \( g^2 \) always goes to zero at high energies, the initial condition for \( \lambda \) can be chosen in such a way that also \( \lambda \) flows to zero in the UV, realising complete asymptotic freedom.

In table 1 we report, for different values of \( N \), the ranges in \( N_f \) such that there exist completely asymptotically free solutions. It can be noticed that for \( N = 2 \), which is the object of our lattice study, there is no possible choice of \( N_f \) leading to complete asymptotic freedom. Nevertheless the case \( N = 2 \) is of great interest, because the SU(2) model with \( N_f = 2 \) fundamental fermions has been extensively studied [19], and those studies offer a benchmark for seeing how adding a strongly interacting scalar modifies the dynamics of the model. The right panel of figure 1 shows the running of \( g^2 \) and \( \lambda \) in the theory that we simulate on the lattice: SU(2) with \( N_f = 2 \) fundamental fermions and \( N_S = 1 \) fundamental scalars. Two different initial conditions are chosen for \( \lambda \): \( \lambda_0 = \lambda(\mu_0) = 0 \), and \( \lambda_0 = \lambda(\mu_0) = 0.2 \). While in both cases UV Landau poles for \( \lambda \) are present, these occur at an energy scale which is very large compared to the scale at which \( g^2 \) = 1. Specifically, if we assume the scale at which \( g^2 = 1 \) to be \( \mu_0 \approx 10^3 \text{GeV} \), then the Landau pole is located beyond the Planck scale.
Figure 1. Left panel: Running of the squared gauge coupling $g^2$ and of the scalar quartic coupling $\lambda$ for a theory with SU(5) gauge group, $N_f = 26$ fundamental fermions and $N_S = 1$ fundamental scalars. The arrows indicate the direction of increasing energy. The green lines represent the fixed flow solutions of the RG equations, characterised by a constant ratio $\lambda/g^2$. Right panel: Running of $g^2$ and $\lambda$ as functions of $\ln(\mu/\mu_0)$ in an SU(2) gauge theory with $N_f = 2$ fundamental fermions and $N_S = 1$ fundamental scalars. $\lambda$ is plotted for two different initial conditions: $\lambda_0 = \lambda(\mu_0) = 0$, and $\lambda_0 = \lambda(\mu_0) = 0.2$.

$(\ln(\mu_{\text{Planck}}/\mu_0) \sim 37)$ for both choices of initial conditions. This means that the continuum theory is a good effective theory at the scale at which the interesting electroweak physics happens.

For the lattice model, the absence of a UV fixed point for $\lambda$, from the point of view of Wilsonian renormalization, makes it impossible to take a continuum limit. However given the large separation of scales between the interesting physics and the Landau pole energy, we expect that the lattice model of this theory will present a good scaling window when changing the lattice spacing, which can therefore provide valuable input for phenomenological models.

Table 1. For different values of $N$, ranges in $N_f$ such that there exist completely asymptotically free solutions, in a theory with SU($N$) gauge group, $N_f$ fundamental fermions and $N_S = 1$ fundamental scalars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>$N_f$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$15.93 &lt; N_f &lt; 16.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$19.8 &lt; N_f &lt; 21.75$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$23.56 &lt; N_f &lt; 27.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$27.27 &lt; N_f &lt; 32.75$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$30.94 &lt; N_f &lt; 38.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$34.6 &lt; N_f &lt; 43.75$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$38.24 &lt; N_f &lt; 49.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$41.88 &lt; N_f &lt; 54.75$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 SU(2) + 2 fermions + 1 scalar: lattice setup

We simulate a theory with SU(2) gauge group, $N_f = 2$ fundamental fermions and $N_S = 1$ fundamental scalars. Our lattice action is given by the sum of three contributions: $S = S_G + S_F + S_S$, with $S_G$ the Wilson plaquette action, $S_F$ the contribution of two mass-degenarate Wilson fermions, and $S_S$ the
scalar contribution given by:

$$S_S = \sum_x \left[ - \sum_\mu \left( \bar{S}(x) U(x,\mu) S(x+\mu) + S^\dagger(x) U(x-\mu,\mu) S(x-\mu) \right) + (m_S^2 + 8) \bar{S}(x) S(x) + \lambda (\bar{S}(x) S(x))^2 \right]$$

where $U_\mu(x)$ are the gauge link variables and $S(x)$ is the scalar field, in the fundamental representation of SU(2).

There are four bare parameters: the inverse lattice gauge coupling $\beta$, the mass of the fermion fields $m_f$, the mass of the scalar field $m_S$ and the scalar quartic coupling $\lambda$. For our first exploratory analysis we choose one single lattice volume ($T = 32$, $V = 16^3$) and we fix $\beta = 2.0$ and $m_f = -0.94$, based on our previous simulations without the scalar field. We simulate two different values of the scalar quartic coupling: $\lambda = 0$, $\lambda = 2$, and different values of the squared scalar mass which are reported in table 2. We simulate both positive and negative values of the squared scalar mass, in order to try to identify the region in the parameter space where symmetry breaking occurs in the scalar sector.

We generate the configurations of the gauge and scalar fields using the HiRep code [20], which we extended in order to simulate the scalar field along with gauge and fermions. In particular the scalar field is treated as a dynamical field, with associated conjugate momentum, in the the HMC algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$m_S^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Preliminary results

We start our exploratory analysis by concentrating on the spectrum of light meson resonances, and on a first scan of the parameter space. In particular we focus on how the presence of the scalar field modifies the meson masses which have been previously calculated for the gauge-fermion model [19], and for each choice of the parameters $\lambda$ and $m_S^2$ we examine the structure of the effective potential of the scalar field, in order to understand if symmetry breaking occurs in the scalar sector.

4.1 Meson spectrum

We measure the spectrum of light meson resonances at fixed $\beta = 2.0$ and $m_f = -0.94$ and for the values of $\lambda$ and $m_S^2$ reported in table 2. The results are shown in figure 2. In the left panel the bare mass of the pseudoscalar meson ($m_\pi$), of the vector meson ($m_V$) and the bare PCAC mass are plotted as functions of the squared scalar mass $m_S^2$, together with the results for the same observables measured in the gauge-fermion model [19] (dashed lines). It can be observed that the results of the gauge-fermion model are reproduced for $m_S^2 \gtrsim 1$, below this value the presence of the scalar starts to modify the meson and PCAC masses.

In the right panel of figure 2, $m_\pi$ and $m_V$ are plotted as functions of $m_{PCAC}$, together with fits for the same observables obtained in the gauge-fermion model. In this plot the dashed line represents a chiral fit of $m_\pi$ as a function of $m_{PCAC}$, and the dotted line represents a polynomial fit of $m_V$ as a function of $m_{PCAC}$, both obtained from the data of the gauge-fermion simulations without scalar field [19]. This plot shows that even though the presence of the scalar field significantly changes the values of the meson masses and of the PCAC mass, the relationship between the meson masses and $m_{PCAC}$ remains largely unchanged.
4.2 Phase structure

Our first analysis of the phase structure of the model is meant to identify the region in the parameter space where symmetry breaking occurs in the scalar sector. In order to do so, we examine the structure of the effective potential of the scalar field.

A method to compute the effective potential of a scalar field has been proposed and applied to the real scalar lattice field theory in [21]. Here we apply the same method to our complex SU(2) doublet scalar, in a specific gauge described below. It is pointed out in [21] that the constraint effective potential \( U_{\Omega}(\bar{S}) \) [22, 23] is related to the probability \( P(\bar{S}) \) to find the system in a state characterised by \( \bar{S} = \Omega^{-1} \sum_x S(x) \) by the following relation:

\[
P(\bar{S}) = \frac{e^{-\Omega U_{\Omega}(\bar{S})}}{\int d\bar{S} e^{-\Omega U_{\Omega}(\bar{S})}}
\]

where \( \Omega \) represents the finite lattice volume. The values of \( \bar{S} \) that maximise the probability \( P(\bar{S}) \) are the minima of the effective potential \( U_{\Omega}(\bar{S}) \).

We proceed as follows: first we use a gauge transformation to express the scalar field in the following form

\[
S(x) = \begin{pmatrix} S_1(x) \\ S_2(x) \end{pmatrix} \rightarrow \tilde{S}(x) = \text{sign}(\text{Re}(S_1(x))) \begin{pmatrix} \sqrt{S^T(x)S(x)} \\ 0 \end{pmatrix},
\]

and then we construct histograms of the distribution of \( \bar{S} = \Omega^{-1} \sum_x \tilde{S}(x) \) among the configurations. In this setup we expect to observe a double-peak structure in the distribution (corresponding to a double-well potential) in the broken-symmetry phase, and a single-peak structure (single-well potential) in the symmetric phase.
In the range of parameters studied we always observed a single-peak structure. As an example we report in figure 3 the histograms that we obtained for $\lambda = 0$ and different values of $m_2^2$. From the results of this first analysis it seems that we did not observe symmetry breaking in the scalar sector in the range explored so far.

![Figure 3](https://example.com/figure3.png)

**Figure 3.** Histograms of the distribution of $\bar{S}$ among the configurations, for $\lambda = 0$ and different values of $m_2^2$, together with gaussian curves calculated with the average value and standard deviation obtained from the $\bar{S}$ sample. The bin size $b$ is reported together with each histogram.

5 Conclusions

Motivated by the recent proposal of composite Higgs models featuring strongly interacting scalars in addition to fermions [15], we started lattice simulations of an SU(2) gauge theory with two fermions and one scalar field in the fundamental representation of the gauge group. We presented here our first results on the meson spectrum and a preliminary analysis of the phase structure of the model.

After fixing the inverse gauge coupling $\beta$ and the fermion mass $m_f$ to values which have already been used in the SU(2) gauge theory with two fundamental fermions [19], we simulated the model for several values of the squared scalar mass $m_2^2$ and scalar quartic coupling $\lambda$. We observe that, provided $m_2^2$ is large enough, the meson spectrum of the gauge-fermion model is recovered. For smaller $m_2^2$, large deviations can be observed, which however do not seem to affect the dependence of the meson masses on the PCAC mass.

In order to localise the phase in which spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs in the scalar sector, we simulated both positive and negative values of $m_2^2$ and we analysed the structure of the effective potential of the scalar field in a fixed gauge. In the range of parameters studied, we have not observed symmetry breaking in the scalar sector. In our future analysis we plan to extend the current analysis to more values of $\beta$, $m_f$, $m_2^2$ and $\lambda$ and use different lattice volumes, in order to precisely outline the phase structure of the model. We also plan to investigate the spectrum of bound states composed by two scalars and by one fermion and one scalar relevant for the partial compositeness scenario.
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